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NEW IN VAGABONDS

Pandemonium:
Proliferating Borders of Capital and
the Pandemic Swerve
Angela Mitropoulos

Demanding a radical epidemiology in the face of
the lethal failures of capitalism

Crossover

July 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343303
128pp
Series: Vagabonds
Part of the Vagabonds series of
short, radical pamphlets
fanning the flames of
discontent
Highly critical of the world’s
governments’ responses to the
crisis
Exposes the class, racial and
gendered aspects of the
pandemic

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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In November 2019, a new strain of coronavirus appeared in
Wuhan, China, and quickly spread across the world. Since then, the
pandemic has exposed the brutal limits of care and health under
capitalism. Pandemonium examines how a virus became a crisis
along racial, class and gendered borders, shaped by the legacies of
colonialism in which deaths are passed off as inevitable. It questions
the dangers of capitalist understandings of order and disorder, of
health and disease, and of life itself.
From the origins of the crisis at the crossroads of the biopharmaceutical industry, fossil-fueled pollution, and the privatisation
of healthcare in China, Mitropoulos follows the virus’s spread as
governments embraced reckless strategies of containment. The
failures of quarantines and travel bans racialised the disease, and the
reluctance to expand healthcare capacity deepened already perilous
inequalities. Untested pharmaceuticals and right-wing demands
to ‘reopen the economy’ no matter the human cost reveal a world
where the very definition of ‘the economy’ is fundamentally shifting.
Pandemonium demands a radical epidemiology—one that is
informed by an understanding of the interdependence of living
things, involving both the power of combined human agency and
the molecular swerve.
ANGELA MITROPOULOS is a theorist and academic based in
Sydney, Australia. Among other writings which track shifting
boundaries and movements in the history of philosophy,
science, aesthetics, politics and economics, she is the author
of Contract and Contagion: From Biopolitics to Oikonomia (2012).

NEW IN VAGABONDS

The Hologram:
Feminist, Peer-to-Peer Health for a
Post-Pandemic Future
Cassie Thornton

A radical new approach to health and caregiving in
the age of Covid-19

In an era when capitalism leaves so many to suffer and to die, with
neoliberal ‘self-care’ offering little more than a bandaid, how can we
take health and care back into our hands? In The Hologram, Cassie
Thornton puts forward a bold vision for revolutionary care: a viral,
peer-to-peer feminist health network.
The premise is simple: three people - a ‘triangle’ - meet on a
regular basis, digitally or in person, to focus on the physical, mental
and social health of a fourth - the ‘hologram’. The hologram, in
turn, teaches their caregivers how to give and also receive care; each
member of their triangle becomes a hologram for another, different
triangle, and so the system expands.
Drawing on radical models developed in the Greek solidarity
clinics during a decade of crisis, and directly engaging with
discussions around mutual aid and the coronavirus pandemic, The
Hologram develops the skills and relationships we desperately need
for the anti-capitalist struggles of the present, and the post-capitalist
society of the future. One part art, one part activism, one part
science fiction, this book offers the reader a guide to establishing a
hologram network as well as reflections on this cooperative work in
progress.
CASSIE THORNTON is an artist and activist from the US,
currently living in Canada. She refers to herself as a feminist
economist, and is the co-director of the Re-Imagining
Value Action Lab in Thunder Bay, an art and social centre at
Lakehead University in Ontario, Canada.

Crossover

July 2020
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343327
96pp
Series: Vagabonds

Part of the Vagabonds series of
short, radical pamphlets
fanning the flames of
discontent
Includes all the materials to
help any individual start their
own Hologram, as well as
background information,
theory and stories

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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GENDER STUDIES

Transgender Marxism
Edited by Jules Joanne Gleeson
and Elle O’Rourke
Foreword by Jordy Rosenberg
A watershed moment in transgender theory

Crossover

May 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341668
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341651
256pp

‘Transmarxism’ is a brand-new
theory that will inspire trans
activists and radical allies
worldwide
A powerful tool to arm against
transphobia and empower a
generation
Includes writing from a diverse
group of trans scholars,
activists and survivors

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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The first collection of its kind, Transgender Marxism is a provocative
and groundbreaking union of transgender studies and Marxist
theory.
Exploring trans lives and movements, the authors delve into the
experience of surviving as transgender considering the totality of
gendered experience under capitalism. They explore the pressures,
oppression and state persecution faced by trans people living in
capitalist societies, how they survive the damage done through their
tenuous position in the workplace and the home, and give a powerful
response to right wing scaremongering against ‘gender ideology’.
Reflecting on the relations between gender and labour, they
show how antagonisms faced by gender non-conforming people
are structured within society. Looking at the history of transgender
movements, historical materialist interventions into developmental
theory, psychoanalytic speculation and workplace ethnography, the
authors ultimately conclude that for trans liberation, capitalism
must be abolished.
JULES JOANNE GLEESON is a writer, comedian and
historian. She has published essays in outlets including
Viewpoint Magazine, Invert Journal and VICE, and performed
internationally at a wide range of communist and queer
cultural events.
ELLE O’ROURKE is a political economist and gender theorist
currently researching critical theories of financialisation.
She is co-founder of New Socialist, a magazine of left thought
and commentary, where she serves as economics co-editor.

GENDER STUDIES

A Feminist Reading of Debt
Luci Cavallero and Verónica Gago
Foreword by Tithi Bhattacharya
Translated by Liz Mason-Deese

Women’s lives are burdened by the weight of debt.
But collectively, it can be resisted

The concept of finance initially appears abstract and indifferent
to categories such as gender. This sharp intervention defies this
understanding by developing a feminist reading of debt, examining
the relation between debt and social reproduction and showing its
impact on women and members of the LGBTQ+ community.
Elaborating on the relationship between debt and the rise of
conservative forces in Latin America, the book develops a reading of
debt as ‘counter-revolution’, intimately linked to gendered violence
and patriarchal notions of the family. Yet, rather than seeing these
forces as insurmountable, the authors show ways in which debt can
be resisted, drawing on concrete experiences and practices from Latin
America and around the world.
This book contains interviews with women in Argentina and
Brazil which reveal the real-life impact of debt, and how it falls
mainly on the shoulders of women, from the household to the
large-scale effects of national debt and austerity. However, through
open discussions around work, prisons, domestic labour, agriculture,
family relations, abortion and housing, a narrative of resistance
appears.
LUCI CAVALLERO is a researcher at the Universidad de Buenos
Aires. Her work focuses on the link between debt, illegal
capital, and different forms of violence. She is a feminist
activist and member of the Ni Una Menos Collective.

Crossover

April 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341729
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341712
128pp
Series: Mapping Social Reproduction Theory

Debt is becoming one of the
central issues for radical
activists today
Will appeal to readers of
Feminism for the 99% and Debt:
The First 5,000 Years by David
Graeber

RIGHTS
World. All languages, excluding Spanish

VERÓNICA GAGO teaches Political Science at the Universidad
de Buenos Aires and is a Professor of Sociology at the
Instituto de Altos Estudios, Universidad Nacional de San
Martin. She is the author of Feminist International: How to
Change Everything (Verso, 2020) and Neoliberalism from Below:
Popular Pragmatics and Baroque Economies (Duke University
Press, 2017). She is a feminist activist and member of the Ni
Una Menos Collective.
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GENDER STUDIES

Family Abolition:
Capitalism and the Communizing
of Care
M. E. O’Brien

The past, present and future of the scandalous
demand to abolish the nuclear family

Crossover

November 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745343822
Hb: £75.00 / ISBN: 9780745343839
208pp

The first ever book-length work
focusing primarily on family
abolition as a concept and
political programme
Presents a unique argument
for family abolition that is
distinct from earlier historical
versions, rejecting wage
labour- or state-based
alternatives
Contributes to the dynamic
re-emergence of queer and
feminist Marxism as a major
field of inquiry

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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This timely and original work argues for a vision of family abolition
as a revolutionary horizon of gender and sexual liberation. It is the
first book-length project focusing on family abolition, and is a major
contribution to discussions of queer freedom, trans life, the politics of
gender, the racial politics of the family, and debates about the place
of gender and sexuality in revolutionary movements.
Showing how a particular white, bourgeois, property-owning
nuclear family form was established as a centrepiece of the social
order, M.E. O’Brien roots her argument in an historical analysis of
past meanings of family abolition and shows how they correspond
to material conditions of working-class family life in capitalist
development in different periods. O’Brien demonstrates that the
family today is a convoluted mess of contradictions, and argues that
the left lacks a coherent politics of the family. O’Brien argues for
the need to connect to care, love and survival beyond the logic of an
isolated, nuclear unit of property ownership and normative social
relations.
Finally, O’Brien presents a utopian future extrapolated
from current forms of struggle, to encourage discussion and
speculation about more free forms of organizing reproductive life.
In constructing this, O’Brien integrates queer Marxism, social
reproduction feminist theory, Black feminism, and communization
analysis.
M.E. O’BRIEN is a writer, activist, and a leading voice of
revolutionary queer politics. O’Brien works as a Community
Oral History Coordinator at the New York Public Library, where
she helps lead the New York City Trans Oral History Project,
and is a core member of the editorial collective for Pinko
Magazine.

GENDER STUDIES

Fertility Frontiers:
A Feminist Political Economy of
Assisted Reproduction in Israel/
Palestine
Sigrid Vertommen

A groundbreaking feminist political economy of
assisted reproduction in Israel

This highly distinctive book investigates assisted reproduction
technology (ART) in Israel, one of the most vivid examples of hyperintensive natalism in the world today. Author Sigrid Vertommen
unravels Israel’s selectively pronatalist fertility regime as coproduced by ongoing histories of Zionist settler colonialism and
biocapitalism, while also identifying Israeli politics of reproduction
as an integral feature of the global reproductive labour market,
transnational geopolitics and colonial power.
The book rejects dominant culturalist viewpoints on (assisted)
reproduction in Israel, which focus on the particularity of fertility
and reproduction in Jewish culture, history and religion, and instead
advances a feminist political economy perspective.
Vertommen demonstrates that while ARTs materialise in
Israel/Palestine as a powerful site of settler colonial control and
biocapitalist accumulation, they also constitute an equally powerful
site of anticolonial resistance. She analyses sperm smuggling by
Palestinian political prisoners and surrogacy strikes promoted by the
Gays Against Surrogacy collective as tools of reproductive sabotage
in Israel/Palestine. Rather than understanding Israel’s fertility
policies in universalising terms of rights, autonomy and choice,
Vertommen foregrounds a reproductive justice framework that takes
struggle, contestation and resistance in/through the reproductive
sphere as conceptual and political points of departure.
SIGRID VERTOMMEN is a research associate at Reprosoc in
the Department of Sociology at the University of Cambridge.
Her research analyses reproductive technologies and
practices from feminist political economy perspectives
at the crossroads of ongoing and changing histories of
biocapitalism and (settler)colonialism. She has published
various book chapters and academic papers for high-ranking
journals such as BioSocieties, Science as Culture and New
Genetics and Society.

Academic

November 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745341866
Hb: £75.00 / ISBN: 9780745341859
176pp

A cutting-edge book analysing
Israel’s remarkably pronatalist
policies and practices of
assisted reproduction
Contributes to the strong
intellectual and political
revival of social reproduction
and feminist political economy
perspectives, while
investigating an underexplored subject area in
relation to Israel/Palestine
Based on extensive fieldwork
in Israel/Palestine and Georgia

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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SOCIOLOGY

The Warehouse:
Workers and Robots at Amazon
Alessandro Delfanti

An inside look at how artificial intelligence,
surveillance, and other technology worsens the
conditions of workers in Amazon’s fulfilment centres

Crossover

October 2021
Pb: £17.99 / ISBN: 9780745342177
Hb: £75.00 / ISBN: 9780745342160
208pp

The first in-depth, book-length
analysis of work in Amazon’s
fulfilment centres in the United
States, Italy and elsewhere
Combines rich empirical
material with a Marxist
theoretical analysis, focusing
on the use of technology
(surveillance, AI, automation)
in the labour process
Shows that Amazon is a key
driver in the broader
transformations of labour
processes in the age of digital
capitalism and as a model for
the future of work

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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The relationship between labour and technology at Amazon’s
fulfilment centres is a constant topic in the news cycle. Here author
Alessandro Delfanti hones in on these warehouses to show that
they are exemplary of the “digital renewal” of industrial labour.
He describes these workplaces as far more labour-intensive than
traditional warehouses or factories due to the combined use of
robotics, algorithm-driven work patterns, brutal management,
psychological manipulation, and even “play” in disciplining workers.
While Amazon promises to modernise work and consumption,
its leading role in the digital industrialisation of work anticipates
the broadening reach of the factory way beyond the walls of its
fulfilment centres
Delfanti combines rich ethnographic material (largely based on
warehouse visits and interviews with dozens of Amazon workers and
labour activists carried out over the last two years) with cutting-edge
versions of Marxist, Gramscian and Autonomist political theory. In
this way, The Warehouse illustrates the classic Marxist observation that
capital simultaneously drives to accumulate proletarian wage labour
while also automating that labour out of existence.
For those working in Amazon’s warehouses, technology is an
agent of work intensification, surveillance, alienation, and labour
casualisation. Delfanti shows that when left to capital, technological
evolution is driven by the necessity to increase productivity and
subdue the workforce.
ALESSANDRO DELFANTI is Assistant Professor of Culture
and New Media at the University of Toronto. He is the
author of Biohackers: The Politics of Open Science (Pluto 2013)
and Introduction to Digital Media (Wiley 2019, with Adam
Arvidsson).

SOCIOLOGY

Augmented Exploitation:
Artificial Intelligence, Automation
and Work
Edited by Phoebe Moore
and Jamie Woodcock
Artificial intelligence should be changing society
for the better, not reinforcing capitalist notions
of work

Artificial intelligence is a seemingly neutral technology, but it is
increasingly used to manage workforces and make decisions to
hire and fire employees. Its proliferation in the workplace gives
the impression of a fairer, more efficient system of management. A
machine can’t discriminate, after all.
Augmented Exploitation explores the reality of the impact of AI
on workers’ lives. While the consensus is that AI is a completely
new way of managing a workplace, the authors show that on the
contrary, AI is used as most technologies are used under capitalism:
as a smokescreen that hides the deep exploitation of workers on
many levels.
Going beyond platform work and the gig economy, the
authors explore emerging forms of algorithmic governance and
AI-augmented apps that have been developed to utilise innovative
ways to collect data about workers and consumers, as well as to keep
wages and worker representation under control. They also show that
workers are not taking this lying down, providing case studies of
new and exciting forms of resistance that are springing up across the
globe.
PHOEBE MOORE is Associate Professor of Political Economy
and Technology based at the University of Leicester School of
Business and a Research Fellow at the Social Science Center
Berlin (WZB). Her most recent book is The Quantified Self in
Precarity: Work, Technology and What Counts (Routledge, 2018).

Crossover

March 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745343495
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343501
176pp
A topic that affects billions of
lives across the world that is
becoming central in labour
discourse
AI has attracted widespread
media attention, but remains
under-researched from an
empirically grounded and
work-focused perspective

RIGHTS
World. All languages

JAMIE WOODCOCK is a researcher based in London. He is
the author of The Gig Economy (Polity Press, 2019), Marx at
the Arcade (Haymarket, 2019), and Working the Phones (Pluto,
2016). His research focuses on labour, work, the gig economy,
platforms, resistance, organising and video games.
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SOCIOLOGY

The Experience Society:
Consumer Capitalism Rebooted
Steven Miles

What is the consequence of commodifying
experiences?

Crossover

January 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745338699
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745338705
208pp
A distinctive analysis of
consumer culture shifting from
the consumption of things to
the consumption of experience,
with case studies on sport,
leisure and work
Author is an expert on
consumer culture
Assesses the impact of
Covid-19 on the ‘experience
society’

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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Airbnb, gaming, escape rooms, major sporting events: contemporary
capitalism no longer demands we merely consume things, but that
we buy experiences. This book is concerned with the social, cultural
and personal implications of this shift.
The technologically-driven world we live in is no closer to
securing the utopian ideal of a leisure society. Instead, the pursuit
of leisure is often an attempt to escape our everyday existence.
Exploring examples including sport, architecture, travel and social
media, Steven Miles investigates how consumer culture has colonised
‘experiences’, revealing the ideological and psycho-social tensions at
the heart of the ‘experience society’.
This first critical analysis of the experience economy sheds light
on capitalism’s ever more sophisticated infiltration of the everyday.
STEVEN MILES is Professor in Sociology at Manchester
Metropolitan University. He is the author of five books
including Consumerism as a Way of Life (Sage, 1998) Spaces for
Consumption (Sage, 2004) and Retail and the Artifice of Social
Change (Routledge, 2016). He is Editor-in-Chief of the Journal
of Consumer Culture.

SOCIOLOGY

Geographies of Digital Exclusion:
Data Power and Inequality
Mark Graham and Martin Dittus

Who shapes our digital landscapes, and why are so
many people excluded from them?

Today’s urban environments are layered with data and algorithms
that fundamentally shape how we perceive and move through space.
Now that over half of humanity is connected to the internet, are
our digitally dense environments continuing to amplify inequalities
rather than alleviate them? This book looks at the key contours of
information inequality, and who, what, and where gets left out when
space becomes digital.
Platforms like Google Maps and Wikipedia have become
important gateways to understanding the world. This book reveals
how these platforms are characterised by significant gaps and biases,
often driven by processes of exclusion. As a consequence, their digital
augmentations tend to be refractions rather than reflections: they
highlight only some facets of the world at the expense of others.
However, this doesn’t mean that more equitable futures aren’t
possible. By outlining the mechanisms through which our digital
and material worlds intersect, the authors conclude with a roadmap
for what alternative digital geographies might look like.
MARK GRAHAM is Professor of Internet Geography at the
Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford. His research
focuses on information geographies and the difference that
changing digital connectivities make at the world’s economic
margins.
MARTIN DITTUS is a digital geographer and data scientist
at the Oxford Internet Institute, with a decade of experience
in social computing, mass-participation platforms and big
data.

Academic

December 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745340180
Hb: £75.00 / ISBN: 9780745340197
192pp
Series: Radical Geography

The field of Digital Geography
is growing rapidly – this
innovative empirical study will
develop the discussion of the
right to digital landscapes
Relevant for students of Digital
Geography, Human Geography,
Sociology and Communication
and Media Studies
The authors are considered
world leaders in the field

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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SOCIOLOGY

Dark Academia:
Despair in the Neoliberal University
Peter Fleming

The unspoken, private and emotional underbelly
of the neoliberal university

Trade

May 2021
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745341064
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341057
240pp
The global pandemic has
hollowed out universities,
affecting millions of staff and
students worldwide
Author’s previous books were
popular and spawned a regular
Guardian column
Looks at institutions in the UK,
US, Scandinavia and Australia

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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There is a significant link between the neoliberalisation of higher
education over the last 20 years and the psychological hell now
endured by its members. While academia was once thought of as the
best job in the world - one that fosters autonomy, craft, intrinsic job
satisfaction and vocational zeal - you would be hard-pressed to find a
lecturer today who believes that now.
Peter Fleming delves into this new metrics-obsessed, overly
hierarchical world to bring out the unspoken, private and
emotional underbelly of the neoliberal university. He examines
commercialisation, mental illness and self-harm, the rise of
managerialism, students as consumers and evaluators, and the
competitive individualism which casts a dark sheen of alienation over
departments.
Arguing that time has almost run out to reverse this decline,
Dark Academia shows how academics need to act now if they are to
begin to fix this broken system.
PETER FLEMING is Professor of Management at the University
of Technology, Sydney. He is the author of The Mythology of Work
(Pluto, 2015) and The Death of Homo Economicus (Pluto, 2017).

SOCIOLOGY

Violence:
An Anthology
Brad Evans and Adrian Parr

Leading thinkers discuss the experience and
repercussions of violence, exploring its varied
manifestations in the world today

Whether physical or metaphorical, institutional or interpersonal,
violence is everywhere. A seemingly immutable fact of life, it is
nonetheless rarely engaged with at the conceptual level. What does
violence actually mean? And is it an inevitable part of the human
condition?
Violence: An Anthology brings together many of the world’s
leading critical scholars, artists, writers and cultural producers
to provide a kaleidoscopic exploration of the concept of violence.
Through in-depth interviews with thirty figures including Marina
Abramovic, Russell Brand and Simon Critchley, Brad Evans and
Adrian Parr interrogate violence in all its manifestations, including
its role in politics, art, gender discrimination and decolonisation.
Provocative, eye-opening and bracingly original, Violence: An
Anthology sheds light on a defining political and ethical concern of
our age.
BRAD EVANS is a political philosopher, critical theorist, and
writer specialising in the problem of violence. He is Professor
of Political Violence & Aesthetics at the University of Bath
and the lead editor for the Histories of Violence section with
the Los Angeles Review of Books.
ADRIAN PARR is an internationally recognised environmental,
political, and cultural thinker and activist. She is the Dean of
the College of Architecture, Planning, and Public Affairs at the
University of Texas at Arlington, and she serves as a UNESCO
Chair on Water and Human Settlements.

Crossover

March 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341682
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341675
256pp
A remarkable collection of
interviews with leading public
intellectuals, activists, writers,
scholars and artists on a key
topic of our age: violence
Contributions from highprofile names including
Russell Brand, Henry A. Giroux
and Marina Abramovich
Looks at violence as
manifested in politics, art,
gender discrimination and
decolonisation

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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SOCIOLOGY

The Truth About Modern Slavery
Emily Kenway

An expert’s guide to ending modern slavery

Trade

January 2021
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745341224
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341217
240pp
Comparable to Revolting
Prostitutes by Juno Mac and
Molly Smith and Hostile
Environment by Maya
Goodfellow
A controversial and
newsworthy topic which will
demand attention from the
political establishment
A young, well connected author
whose star is rising

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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In 2019, over 10,000 possible victims of slavery were found in the
UK. From men working in Sports Direct warehouses for no pay, to
teenaged Vietnamese girls trafficked into small town nail bars, we’re
told that modern slavery is all around us, operating in plain sight.
But is this really slavery, and is it even a new phenomenon? Why
has the British Conservative Party called it ‘one of the great human
rights issues of our time’, when they usually ignore the exploitation
of those at the bottom of the economic pile? The Truth About Modern
Slavery reveals how modern slavery has been created as a political
tool by those in power. It shows how anti-slavery action acts as a
moral cloak, hiding the harms of the ‘hostile environment’ towards
migrants, legitimising big brands’ exploitation of the poorest
workers and oppressing sex workers.
Blaming the media’s complicity, rich philanthropists’
opportunism and our collective failure to realise the lies we’re being
told, The Truth About Modern Slavery provides a vital challenge to
conventional narratives on modern slavery.
EMILY KENWAY is a writer and activist. As a former advisor
to the UK’s first Anti-Slavery Commissioner she was at the
heart of modern slavery action. She has written for a variety
of publications including the Guardian and TLS.

NEW IN WILDCAT

Organizing Insurgency:
Workers’ Movements in the Global
South
Immanuel Ness
Workers in the Global South are doomed through economic imperialism to
carry the burden of the entire world. While these workers appear isolated
from the Global North, they are in fact deeply integrated into global
commodity chains and essential to the maintenance of global capitalism.
In Organizing Insurgency, Immanuel Ness shows that workers are eager
to mobilise to improve their conditions, and can achieve lasting gains if
they have sustenance and support from political organisations. From the
Dickensian industrial zones of Delhi to the oligarchic oppression of agrarian
workers on the island of Mindanao, a common element remains – when
workers organize they move closer to the formation of socialism, solidarity
and equality.
IMMANUEL NESS is Professor of Political Science at Brooklyn
College of the City University of New York and Senior Research
Associate at the University of Johannesburg. He is the author and
editor of many books, including Southern Insurgency: The Coming of
the Global Working Class (Pluto, 2015) and Urban Revolt: State Power and
the Rise of People’s Movements in the Global South (2017).

Crossover

April 2021
Pb: £18.99 / ISBN: 9780745343594
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343600
208pp
Series: Wildcat

RIGHTS
World. All languages

Amakomiti:
Grassroots Democracy in South African
Shack Settlements
Trevor Ngwane
Can people who live in shantytowns, shacks and favelas teach us anything
about democracy? In a study conducted in dozens of South Africa’s shack
settlements, where more than 9 million people live, Trevor Ngwane finds
thriving shack dwellers’ committees that govern local life, are responsive to
popular needs and provide a voice for the community. These committees,
called ‘amakomiti’ in the Zulu language, organise the provision of basic
services such as water, sanitation, public works and crime prevention.
Amakomiti argues that, contrary to common perception, slum dwellers
are in fact an essential part of the urban population, whose political agency
must be recognised and respected. In a world searching for democratic
alternatives that serve the many and not the few, it is to the shantytowns,
rather than the seats of political power, that we should turn.
TREVOR NGWANE is a scholar and activist who spent twenty years
as a full-time organiser in South African trade unions, community
organisations and social movements before and after the defeat of
apartheid. He later obtained his PhD in Sociology at the University
of Johannesburg where he now teaches and conducts research.

Academic

February 2021
Pb: £22.99 / ISBN: 9780745342009
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341996
192pp
Series: Wildcat

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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ENVIRONMENT

A People’s Green New Deal
Max Ajl

An urgent demand for a ‘People’s Green New Deal’,
foregrounding global agricultural transformation
and climate justice for the Global South

‘Ajl guides us with an authority steeped in scholarship but also
with panache. If you really want to learn what’ll be necessary for our
species to survive climate apocalypse, read this book. You’ll then
know the ways by which humanity’s very fate can be won’
ROB WALLACE, author of Dead Epidemiologists: On the Origins of
COVID-19 (Monthly Review Press, 2020)
Crossover

May 2021
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745341750
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341743
160pp

A provocative, original and
timely assessment of
mainstream ‘Green New Deal’
proposals, and the political
climate within which they have
emerged
Argues for a radical alternative,
‘People’s Green New Deal’
committed to degrowth,
anti-imperialism, and
agro-ecology
Deals with the proposals put
forward by the Labour Party
and Democratic Socialists of
America

RIGHTS
World. All languages

18
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The idea of a Green New Deal was launched into popular
consciousness by US Congressperson Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez in
2018. Evocative of the far-reaching ambitions of its namesake, it
has become a watchword in the current era of global climate crisis.
But its new ubiquity brings ambiguity: what - and for whom - is the
Green New Deal?
In this concise and urgent book, Max Ajl provides an overview of
the various mainstream Green New Deals. Critically engaging with
their proponents, ideological underpinnings and limitations, he goes
on to sketch out a radical alternative: a ‘People’s Green New Deal’
committed to degrowth, anti-imperialism and agro-ecology.
Ajl diagnoses the roots of the current socio-ecological crisis as
emerging from a world-system dominated by the logics of capitalism
and imperialism. Resolving this crisis, he argues, requires nothing
less than an infrastructural and agricultural transformation in the
Global North, and the industrial convergence between North and
South. As the climate crisis deepens and the literature on the subject
grows, A People’s Green New Deal contributes a distinctive perspective
to the debate.
MAX AJL has a PhD in Development Sociology from Cornell
University. He has written for Monthly Review, Jacobin and
Viewpoint. He has contributed to a number of journals,
including the Journal of Peasant Studies, Review of African
Political Economy and Globalizations.

ENVIRONMENT

The Politics of Permaculture:
Living for the Future
Terry Leahy

Can permaculture change the world?

This book explores the politics of permaculture, a form of
sustainable living and local food production that many see as
having radically democratic and anti-capitalist implications.
Author Terry Leahy describes permaculture as a diverse, global
social movement and a distinctive element of the social forces that
are contesting environmentally disastrous capitalist industrialism.
Permaculture has gained a strong following among young
environmentalists of the Global North for whom it is an important
aspect of their social and political identity. The book explores
how the movement is split between three political poles, namely
green capitalism, the radical reformism of steady state economic
theory and anarchist deep green resistance. Leahy makes use
of interviews with permaculture practitioners from around the
world, publications from the movement and the internet sites
of permaculture teachers and organisations to explain the ways
permaculture is understood and practiced in different contexts.
TERRY LEAHY has been involved in the permaculture
movement since its founding in 1978. Leahy has lectured
in universities since 1973 and retired at the end of 2016. He
is the author of Permaculture Strategy for the South African
Villages (2009).

Crossover

July 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745342740
Hb: £75.00 / ISBN: 9780745342757
240pp
Series: FireWorks
The first book to look at the
permaculture movement as a
social movement in
relationship to other left
currents of resistance to
industrial capitalism
Unpacks theory and practice
within the movement
Makes use of rich ethnographic
and original interview
material; includes the
perspectives of many people
participating in the
permaculture movement
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ENVIRONMENT

Crude Britannia:
How Big Oil Shaped a Country’s Past
and Future
James Marriott and Terry Macalister

This is the story of how Big Oil shaped the UK

‘Has a richness of detail that is just delicious’
ADITYA CHAKRABORTTY

Trade

May 2021
Hb: £20 / ISBN: 9780745341095
304pp

A new modern history of
Britain, comparable to Dominic
Sandbrook’s Never Had It So
Good and Andy Beckett’s When
the Lights Went Out
From the co-author of the
bestselling The Oil Road and a
former Guardian energy editor
The authors gain access to the
homes of the most secretive
oilmen, including the former
chief executive of Shell as well
as Britain’s wealthiest oil
traders
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Taking the reader on a journey from North East Scotland,
Merseyside and South Wales to the Thames Estuary and London,
this is the story of Britain’s oil-drenched past, present and future; of
a black gold empire built on financial power, political meddling and
environmental destruction.
For decades, BP and Shell extracted the minerals, finance and
skills of the UK. Working behind the scenes, Big Oil profoundly
influenced the country’s culture. Then, at the start of the 21st
century, the tide seemed to go out - Britain’s refineries were quietly
closed; the North Sea oilfields declined. Now, while the country goes
through the seismic upheavals of Brexit and the climate emergency,
many believe the age of oil to be over. But is it?
The authors speak to oil company executives and traders, as
well as refinery workers, filmmakers and musicians, activists and
politicians, putting real people at the heart of a compelling story.
JAMES MARRIOTT is the co-author of The Oil Road (Verso, 2012)
and The Next Gulf (Constable, 2005).
TERRY MACALISTER is the former Energy Editor of the Guardian.

ENVIRONMENT

Roads, Runways and Resistance:
From the Newbury Bypass to
Extinction Rebellion
Steve Melia
Chronicling 30 years of public protest, government
U-turns and environmental destruction, this is the
story of Britain’s transport policy

From the anti-roads protests of the 1990s to HS2 and Extinction
Rebellion, conflict and protest have shaped the politics of transport.
In 1989, Margaret Thatcher’s government announced ‘the biggest
road-building programme since the Romans.’ This is the inside story
of the thirty tumultuous years that have followed.
Roads, Runways and Resistance draws on over 40 interviews with
government ministers, advisors and protestors - many of whom,
including ‘Swampy’, speak here for the first time about the events
they describe. It is a story of transport ministers undermined by their
own Prime Ministers, protestors attacked or quietly supported by
the police, and smartly-dressed protestors who found a way onto the
roof of the Houses of Parliament.
Today, as a new wave of road building and airport expansion
threatens to bust Britain’s carbon budgets, climate change protestors
find themselves on a collision course with the government. Melia
asks, what difference did the protests of the past make? And what
impacts might today’s protest movements have on the transport of
the future?
STEVE MELIA is Senior Lecturer in Transport and Planning
at the University of the West of England. He is the author
of Urban Transport Without the Hot Air (UIT Cambridge, 2015).
He has advised government departments and several local
authorities on urban transport planning and has given
evidence in public inquiries on road schemes and plans to
build new towns.

Crossover

January 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745340593
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745340579
264pp
Will appeal to the growing
environmental activist
movements in the UK
Relates directly to public
opposition to HS2 and the
expansion of Heathrow Airport
Author has written for
numerous publications
including the Guardian, Sunday
Telegraph, Business Reporter and
Ecologist
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POLITICS

Series: Outspoken by Pluto
Platforming underrepresented voices; intervening in important political issues; revealing powerful
histories and giving voice to our experiences; Outspoken by Pluto is a book series unlike any
other. Unravelling debates on feminism and class, work and borders, unions and climate justice,
this series has the answers to the questions you’re asking. These are books that dissent.

Burnt:
Fighting for Climate Justice
Chris Saltmarsh
A passionate call to action that situates climate
catastrophe within the crisis of capitalism

Trade

September 2021
Pb: £9.99 / 9780745341828
160pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto
A bold rejection of climateausterity from a grassroots
campaigner and activist
Offers an engaging
comparative analysis of
various climate movements
and makes the case for a
socialist climate justice

RIGHTS
World. All languages

2030. ‘Hothouse Earth’. Tipping Points. Our planet is burning.
But climate change is neither an abstracted scientific challenge nor
a burden for us to share equally. Its devastating impacts hit the
oppressed the hardest: the farmer driven to suicide in India; the
family displaced from their home by Cyclona Idai in Mozambique;
the firefighter risking their life responding to a wildfire in California.
It’s difficult not to feel overwhelmed by the stratospheric challenge
that lies ahead. But Saltmarsh argues that ordinary people all
around the world have a historic opportunity to transform our global
political, economic and social systems, and to put people before
profit.
Interrogating the tactics of climate movements, past and
present, Saltmarsh asks the vital question: how can we win today?
From Youth Strikes for Climate to Extinction Rebellion, climate
is back on the agenda in a big way, but any strategy that suggests
environmental issues are ‘beyond politics’ is bound to fail. He
explores the re-emergence of the Green New Deal, which remains a
terrain of contestation as radicals and liberals struggle for its heart
and soul, while arguing that powerful trade unionism is essential for
building a successful mass movement.
Rejecting guilt-tripping and eco-moralism centred on
individuals, Burnt is a call to action for those ready to stand up for
climate justice by dismantling capitalism.
CHRIS SALTMARSH is a socialist climate justice campaigner
and writer. He is Co-Director of Climate Change Campaigns
for People & Planet and has taken direct action against the
fracking industry with Reclaim the Power. He is Co-Founder
of Labour for a Green New Deal and has written for various
publications including Tribune and Jacobin.
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NEW IN OUTSPOKEN BY PLUTO

Lost in Work:
Escaping Capitalism
Amelia Horgan

How our jobs stole our lives and what we can do
about it

‘Work hard, get paid.’ It’s simple. Self-evident. But it’s also a lie—
at least for most of us. For people today, the old assumptions are
crumbling; hard work in school no longer guarantees a secure, wellpaying job in the future. Far from equating to riches and fulfilment,
‘work’ means precarity, anxiety and alienation.
Amelia Horgan poses three big questions: what is work? How
does it harm us? And what can we do about it? Along the way, she
explores the many facets of work under capitalism: its encroachment
on our personal lives; the growth of temporary and zero-hours
contracts; burnout; and how different jobs reinforce existing
hierarchies of race and of gender.
While automating work away is not the answer, Lost in Work
shows that when we are able to take control of our workplaces, we
become less miserable, and in some cases, are even able to fight back
against our bosses.
AMELIA HORGAN is a writer, researcher and activist. She
is currently writing a PhD on work in the feminist political
imaginary at the University of Essex. She has written for
various publications, including Tribune, the Guardian and VICE,
and is involved in various campaigning initiatives, including
London Young Labour.

Trade

June 2021
Pb: £9.99 / ISBN: 9780745340913
160pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto
A useful tool for the reevaluation of work in the light
of the Covid-19 crisis
Helps young people understand
why work is so demoralising,
and gives them the power to
take back control of their lives
Author is a prominent political
organiser and hosts workshops
and talks for students across
the UK
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NEW IN OUTSPOKEN BY PLUTO

Border Nation:
A Story of Migration
Leah Cowan

From the refugee crisis to the ‘hostile environment’,
what do borders look like in Brexit Britain?

Trade

March 2021
Pb: £9.99 / ISBN: 9780745341071
160pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto
Author is the former Politics
Editor at gal-dem
She has worked with people
incarcerated in the UK’s
detention estate and
researched border regimes and
policies
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Borders are more than geographical lines. They have an impact on
all of our lives, whether it’s the fallout from Brexit or the inhumanity
of a detention centre. In Border Nation, Leah Cowan shows how
borders are violent, oppressive and must be resisted.
Looking back, we learn of the elitist, colonial and patriarchal
origins of borders, explore the vital history of anti-racist, anti-border
organising and learn about crossing partitions. Debunking myths
around migration, Leah Cowan unpacks the ‘hostile environment’
and reveals how healthcare crises, terrorism, unemployment and
housing shortages are often manipulated by politicians and the
media to vilify migrants.
As borders grow, migrants are policed and immigration controls
are tightened, this book transforms our understanding of borders,
migration and our fight for belonging.
LEAH COWAN is the former Politics Editor at gal-dem. She
works at Project 17, an advice centre which supports migrant
families with No Recourse to Public Funds (NRPF). She speaks
on race, gender and migration, including for UN Women, in
the House of Commons, and at the Trade Unions Congress,
and has written for VICE, OpenDemocracy and the Guardian.

NEW IN OUTSPOKEN BY PLUTO

Feminism, Interrupted:
Disrupting Power
Lola Olufemi
More than just a slogan on a t-shirt, feminism is a radical tool for fighting
back against structural violence and injustice. Feminism, Interrupted is a bold
call to seize feminism back from the cultural gatekeepers and return it to its
radical roots.
Lola Olufemi explores state violence against women, the fight for
reproductive justice, transmisogyny, gendered Islamophobia and solidarity
with global struggles, showing that the fight for gendered liberation can
change the world for everybody when we refuse to think of it solely as
women’s work.
Reclaiming feminism from the clutches of the consumerist, neoliberal
model, Feminism, Interrupted shows that when ‘feminist’ is more than a label, it
holds the potential for radical transformative work.
LOLA OLUFEMI is a black feminist writer and organiser from London.
She has written and spoken at numerous events about feminism and
decolonisation across the country, and was a member of the NUS
Women’s Campaign and NUS National Executive Committee.

Behind Closed
Doors

Trade

March 2020
Pb: £9.99 / ISBN: 9780745340067
144pp
Series: Outspoken by Pluto

RIGHTS SOLD
Italian

Split
Class Divides
Uncovered

Sex Education
Transformed

Ben Tippet
Natalie Fiennes
September 2019
Pb: £9.99 / 9780745338736
160pp
Series:
Outspoken by Pluto

Trade
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March 2020
Pb: £9.99 / 9780745340210
144pp
Series:
Outspoken by Pluto
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POLITICS

Postcapitalist Futures:
Political Economy Beyond Crisis
and Hope
Edited by Adam Fishwick and Nicholas
Kiersey
A diverse and impactful collection of essays on the
postcapital future

Academic

October 2020
Pb: £24.99 / ISBN: 9780745340838
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745340821
256pp
Builds on the work of Nick
Srnicek, Paul Mason and
Wolfgang Streek whose ideas
have altered the discourse of
critical political economy
Relevant for students of
Politics, Political Economy,
International Relations,
Sociology and Human
Geography
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This book critically engages with the proliferation of literature
on postcapitalism, which is rapidly becoming an urgent area of
inquiry, both in academic scholarship and in public life. It collects
the insights from scholars working across the field of Critical
International Political Economy to interrogate how we might begin
to envisage a political economy of postcapitalism.
The authors foreground the agency of workers and other
capitalist subjects, and their desire to engage in a range of radical
experiments in decommodification and democratisation both in
the workplace and in their daily lives. It includes a broad range of
ideas including the future of social reproduction, human capital
circulation, political Islam, the political economy of exclusion and
eco-communities.
Rather than focusing on the ending of capitalism as an implosion
of the value-money form, this book focuses on the dream of equal
participation in the determination of people’s shared collective
destiny.
ADAM FISHWICK is Senior Lecturer in Urban Studies and
Public Policy at De Montfort University. He is co-editor of
Austerity and Working-Class Resistance (2018) and has written
for Le Monde Diplomatique and openDemocracy.
NICHOLAS KIERSEY is Professor of Politics at the University of
Texas Rio Grande Valley.

POLITICS

Left Populism in Europe:
Lessons from Jeremy Corbyn
to Podemos
Marina Prentoulis

Where does the left go from here?

While the right is harnessing populist rhetoric to great effect,
the left’s attempts have been much less successful. The Syriza
government in Greece and Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour Party in Britain
have both failed to change the neoliberal status quo and introduce
democratic socialism in their countries. Other movements however,
like the Spanish party Podemos, have seen greater gains and are now
in government in Spain. In this book, Marina Prentoulis evaluates
the transformational process of left populism across grassroots,
national and European levels and asks what we can do to better
harness the power of broad-based, popular left politics.
Bringing a wealth of experience in populist political organising,
she argues that left populism is a political logic that brings together
isolated demands against a common enemy with an egalitarian
pluralism that could transform economic and political institutions in
a radical democratic direction.
But each party does this differently, and perhaps the key to
understanding where to go from here lies in a serious analysis of
the roots of each movement’s base, the forms of party organisation,
and the particular national contexts. Avoiding reductive terms like
‘pasokification’, this is a clear and holistic approach to left populism
that will inform anyone wanting to understand and move forward
positively in a bleak time for the Left in Europe.
MARINA PRENTOULIS is Senior Lecturer in Media and
Politics at the University of East Anglia. She has been the UK
spokesperson of Syriza and has given numerous interviews
on British and International media including BBC’s Newsnight,
the Andrew Marr Show as well as CNN and Sky News.

Crossover

September 2020
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745337630
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745337647
216pp
Goes to the heart of the
problems the left is facing
today and will inform and
inspire activists across Europe
The author was the
spokesperson for Syriza in
Britain and is well established
as a key player in the
development of left parties
across Europe
Will also be important for
students of Political Theory,
Sociology and Media and
Communication Studies
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The Kurdish Women’s Movement:
History, Theory, Practice
Dilar Dirik

A non-Eurocentric feminist perspective on
the revolutionary Kurdish women’s movement

Crossover

June 2021
Pb: £17.99 / ISBN: 9780745341941
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341934
256pp
Explores how values of gender
equality, grassroots democracy
and radical ecology are
manifested in the Rojava
revolution
Draws on in-depth, original
ethnographic fieldwork in
different parts of Kurdistan
Author is a well-established
researcher and activist of the
Kurdish women’s movement
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The Kurdish women’s movement is at the heart of the most exciting
revolutionary experiment in the world today: Rojava. Forged over
decades of struggle, most recently in the fight against ISIS, Rojava
embodies a radical commitment to ecology, democracy and gender
equality. But while striking images of Kurdish women in desert
fatigues proliferate, a true understanding of the women’s movement
remains elusive.
Taking apart the superficial and Orientalist frameworks that
dominate, Dilar Dirik offers instead an empirically rich account
of the women’s movement in Kurdistan. Drawing on original
research and ethnographic fieldwork, she surveys the movement’s
historical origins, ideological evolution, and political practice over
the past forty years. Going beyond abstract ideas, Dirik locates the
movement’s culture and ideology in its concrete work for women’s
liberation and radical democracy.
Taking the reader from the guerrilla camps in the mountains to
radical women’s academies and self-organized refugee camps, the
book invites readers around the world to engage with the revolution
in Kurdistan, both theoretically and practically, as a vital touchstone
in the wider struggle for a militant anti-fascist, anti-capitalist
feminist internationalism.
DILAR DIRIK is Joyce Pearce Junior Research Fellow at the
University of Oxford. She completed her PhD in Sociology
at the University of Cambridge. She is an activist of the
Kurdish women’s movement, and has contributed to a range
of publications including openDemocracy, Al Jazeera and Roar
magazine.

POLITICS

Kurdish Women’s Stories
Edited by Houzan Mahmoud

The stories of women who lived, worked and
struggled in Kurdistan

Kurdistan has had a tumultuous history, and the women who lived
there have experienced a life like no other. From Saddam Hussein’s
reign of terror beginning in the 1960s, to the fight against ISIS
today, violence, revolution and questions around identity, agency,
survival and resistance have been at the forefront of women’s lives for
decades.
This book is a collection of these women’s stories written in
their own words. Each story reveals a tapestry of experiences,
including political activism under Saddam and armed resistance in
Rojava’s PKK and YPG and Komala in Rojhalat. This is in addition
to experiences of FGM and overcoming victimhood, life under
extreme conservatism, as well as a look into the work of artists,
poets, novelists and performers whose work represents a complicated
relationship with Kurdistan.
These rich and nuanced insights come from a group of women
from a nation without a state, who are now scattered across the
world. Collectively, they take the reader on a journey that will inspire
feminist, anti-fascist and anti-racist people everywhere.
HOUZAN MAHMOUD is a Kurdish feminist, writer, public
lecturer and anti-war activist. She is the co-founder of
Culture Project, an online and print magazine that gives a
platform to Kurdish voices. She has written for the Guardian,
openDemocracy, Independent and New Statesman.

Crossover

January 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341149
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341132
240pp

Goes beyond the stereotype of
the female freedom fighter, or
victim of war, to reveal a
nuanced picture of women
from Kurdistan
Will be read by feminist or
anti-racist activists looking for
inspiration
An empowering example of
women’s liberation from a
conservative and patriarchal
region
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Bullets in Envelopes:
Iraqi Academics in Exile
Louis Yako

The social and intellectual history of Iraq told
through the academic, political and social
experiences of Iraqi academics in exile

Academic

November 2020
Pb: £24.99 / ISBN: 9780745341989
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341972
256pp
Author is an Iraqi-American
public intellectual in exile
Draws on extensive original
research, featuring testimonies
from 63 academics
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Following the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003, many Iraqi academics
were assassinated. Countless others received bullets in envelopes
and instructions to leave their institutions (and in many cases the
country) or get killed. Many heeded the warning and fled into exile.
Having played such a pivotal role in shaping post-independence
Iraqi society, the exile and internal displacement of its academics
has had a profound impact. Tracing the academic, political, and
social lives of more than 60 academics, Bullets in Envelopes offers
a ‘genealogy of loss’, and a groundbreaking appraisal of the
dismantling and restructuring of Iraqi institutions, culture and
society.
Through extensive fieldwork in the UK, Jordan and Iraqi
Kurdistan, Louis Yako shows the human side of the destructive 2003
occupation, how things are today, and how they came to be.
LOUIS YAKO is an independent Iraqi-American anthropologist,
writer, poet and journalist. He has written for a range of
publications including CounterPunch, openDemocracy, Global
Research and The Feminist Wire.

POLITICS

Losing Control:
Global Security in the 21st Century
(Fourth Edition)
Paul Rogers

A new edition of a highly influential book which lays
bare the causes of insecurity worldwide

When Losing Control was first published in 2000, it was years
ahead of its time. Its argument was simple – the real causes of
global insecurity were the widening socio-economic divide, global
marginalisation and environmental limitations, especially climate
change and conflict over energy resources.
Paul Rogers, one of the most original thinkers on international
security, pointed to a world in which irregular warfare from the
margins would prevent powerful states from maintaining their
position. He even predicted accurately how the United States would
respond to a catastrophic attack.
This new fourth edition is revised throughout, correcting errors
and bringing the argument up to date. It covers the events that
have unfolded over the last twenty years and will include a harsh
critique of the ongoing failure to respond to the growth of radical
paramilitary movements across the Middle East, North Africa, the
Horn of Africa and the Sahel. It will analyse the transition to remote
warfare by the United States and its western European partners,
replacing tens of thousands of ‘boots on the ground’ with the use of
Special Forces, armed drones, private military corporations and local
militias. Rogers analyses the trend towards hidden wars that are
largely unrecognised and central to the current conduct of western
interventions and weighs up the growing evidence that it is an
approach that is as unworkable as previous military responses. It is
yet another, if highly profitable, false dawn, a position made even
less tenable by the experience of Covid-19.
PAUL ROGERS is Emeritus Professor of Peace Studies at
Bradford University and the Global Security Consultant for
the Oxford Research Group. He is a leading expert in the
field of international security, arms control and political
violence with over 30 years’ experience. Rogers is a regular
commentator on global security issues in both national and
international media, and is International Security Editor
for Open Democracy. His other books include Irregular War (IB
Tauris, 2017) and A War on Terror (Pluto, 2004).

Crossover

July 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745343679
Hb: £75.00 / ISBN: 9780745343686
304pp

A new edition of an important
title that helped many
understand the post 9/11
international order
Now completely rewritten and
expanded to bring the book up
to date, including coverage of
the Trump presidency and
Covid-19
Publication in advance of the
20th anniversary of 9/11
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Decolonizing Israel, Liberating
Palestine:
Zionism, Settler Colonialism,
and the Case for One Democratic State
Jeff Halper

What if our understanding of Israel/Palestine has
been wrong all along?

Crossover

January 2021
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343396
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343402
192pp

Written to arm activists in
their work
Makes the case for a single
democratic state in historic
Palestine
Author is a very popular figure
in activist circles, his books
have a proven track record of
success
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For decades we have spoken of the ‘Israel-Palestine conflict’, but
what if our understanding of the issue has been wrong all along?
This book explores how the concept of settler colonialism provides a
clearer understanding of the intentions and power dynamics of the
Zionist movement as it endeavoured to Judaize Palestine, displacing
the Palestinian Arab population and eliminating its cultural
presence.
Jeff Halper argues that the only way out of a colonial situation is
decolonization: the dismantling of Zionist structures of domination
and control and their replacement by a single democratic state, in
which Palestinians and Israeli Jews forge a new civil society and a
shared political community.
To show how this can be done, Halper uses the 10-point
program of the One Democratic State Campaign as a guide for
thinking through the process of decolonization to its post-colonial
conclusion. Halper’s unflinching reframing will empower activists
fighting for the rights of the Palestinians and democracy for all.
JEFF HALPER is the head of the Israeli Committee Against
House Demolitions (ICAHD) and a founding member of the
One Democratic State Campaign. He is the author of War
Against the People: Israel, the Palestinians and Global Pacification
(Pluto, 2015), An Israeli in Palestine (Pluto, 2010), Obstacles to
Peace (ICAHD, 2003 and subsequent editions) and Redemption
and Revival: The Jewish Yishuv in Jerusalem in the Nineteenth
Century (Westview, 1991).

POLITICS

Unsilencing Gaza:
Reflections on Resistance
Sara Roy

Palestinians refuse to be silenced and their
struggle must not be ignored

Gaza, the centre of Palestinian nationalism and resistance to the
occupation, is the linchpin of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
the key to its resolution. Since 2005, Israel has deepened the
isolation of the territory, severing it almost completely from its most
vital connections to the West Bank, Israel and beyond, and has
deliberately shattered its economy, transforming Palestinians from a
people with political rights into a humanitarian problem.
Sara Roy unpacks this process, looking at US foreign policy
towards the Palestinians, as well as analysing the trajectory of Israeli
policy toward Gaza, which became a series of punitive approaches
meant not only to contain the Hamas regime but weaken Gazan
society.
Roy also reflects on Gaza’s ruination from a Jewish perspective
and discusses the connections between Gaza’s history and her
own as a child of Holocaust survivors. This book, a follow up from
the renowned Failing Peace, comes from one of the world’s most
acclaimed writers on the region.
SARA ROY is a Senior Research Scholar at the Center
for Middle Eastern Studies at Harvard University. A
distinguished political economist, she has written
extensively on the Palestinian economy and has documented
its decline over the last three decades. She is the author of
Failing Peace: Gaza and the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict (Pluto,
2006).

Crossover

June 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745341378
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745341361
304pp
Follows directly on from the
author’s previous classic book,
Failing Peace (Pluto, 2006)
Sara Roy is a Harvard scholar
and one of the most respected
writers on the issue in the
world today
A corrective to a
misunderstood situation,
based on rigorous scholarship,
fieldwork and analysis over
more than three decades
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Where Grieving Begins:
Building Bridges after the Brighton
Bomb - a Memoir
Patrick Magee
Foreword by Jo Berry
The memoir of the ‘Brighton Bomber’,
Patrick Magee

Trade

February 2021
Hb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745341774
272pp
Published at a time when
tensions in Northern Ireland
are stirring again
Author will be donating
proceeds to Jo Berry’s charity
‘Building Bridges for Peace’
Published during the 100th
anniversary of partition
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World. All languages

‘I read this book with total fascination. Different countries, different
conflicts, Pat the bomber and I the bombed - yet how extraordinarily
similar, intense, complex and healing the experience of reaching out
to the hated ‘enemy’ had been for both of us’
ALBIE SACHS, former judge on the Constitutional Court
of South Africa and chief architect of the post-apartheid
constitution

An enduring peace is only possible through a genuine understanding
of the past. To understand the Troubles is to set them in the context
of the historical root causes of the conflict, in order to grapple with
its pain and its horrors; to grieve and then, perhaps, to heal.
This is the memoir of Patrick Magee, the man who planted the
1984 Brighton bomb – an attempt by the Provisional IRA to kill the
British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher, and her cabinet. In an
unflinching reckoning with the past, Magee recounts the events of
his life. He chronicles the profound experience of meeting Jo Berry –
whose father was one of five people killed in the bombing – and the
extraordinary work they have done together.
A chasm of misunderstanding endures around the Troubles and
the history of British rule in Ireland. This memoir builds a bridge to
a common understanding. It is written in the belief that anything is
possible when there is honesty, inclusion and dialogue.
PATRICK MAGEE was released from prison in 1999 under the
terms of the Good Friday Agreement. For 27 years, Patrick was
a committed member of the IRA and remains a republican.
Patrick completed his PhD whilst in prison.
JO BERRY is the Founder of Building Bridges for Peace, a nonprofit organisation dedicated to peace and conflict resolution
around the globe. She is the daughter of the Hon. Sir Anthony
Berry who was killed in the Brighton hotel bombing.
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Black People in the British Empire
Peter Fryer

Exposes the exploitation and oppression of
Britain’s colonies, and restores black people to
their rightful place in Britain’s history

‘Fantastic...covers the most neglected part of Black British history’
AKALA

Black People in the British Empire is a challenge to the official version
of British history. It tells the story of Britain’s exploitation and
oppression of its subject peoples in the colonies since the twelfth
century, and in particular the people of Africa, Asia and Australasia.
Peter Fryer reveals how the ideology of racism was used as
justification for acquiring and expanding the Empire; how the
British Industrial Revolution developed out of profits from the slave
trade; and how the colonies were deliberately de-industrialised to
create a market for British manufacturers.
In describing the frequency and the scale of revolts by subject
peoples against slavery and foreign domination - and the brutality
used in crushing them - Peter Fryer exposes the true history of
colonialism, and restores to Black people their central role in
Britain’s past.
PETER FRYER (1927-2006) was a jazz-playing Marxist author
and activist. He was expelled from the Communist Party in
1956 for rejecting Stalinism, and later fought the imperial
mendacity of whitewashed British history, authoring the
now-classic Staying Power: The History of Black People in Britain
(Pluto, 2018).

Crossover

June 2021
Pb: £14.99 / ISBN: 9780745343693
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343709
Previous ISBN: 9780745303420
224pp

The follow-up to Peter Fryer’s
modern classic, Staying Power
Fryer’s work has been cited and
critically acclaimed by the likes
of David Olusoga, Gary Younge
and Akala
New edition published amidst
renewed interest in Britain’s
colonial history

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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The Other Windrush:
Legacies of Indenture in Britain’s
Caribbean Empire
Edited by Maria del Pilar Kaladeen, David
Dabydeen and Tina K. Ramnarine
Between the arrival of the HMT Empire Windrush in 1948 and the
passing of the 1971 Immigration Act, half a million people came to
the UK from the Caribbean. In the aftermath of the 2018 Windrush
Scandal, the story of the Windrush Generation is more widely known
than ever. But is it the whole story?
Through a series of biographical essays, poems and articles, The
Other Windrush shines a light on the largely forgotten history of the
system of indenture in the British Caribbean.
Crossover

June 2021
Pb: £19.99 / ISBN: 9780745343549
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343556
192pp

MARIA DEL PILAR KALADEEN is a writer and Associate Fellow at
the Institute of Commonwealth Studies. DAVID DABYDEEN is
an award-winning poet and novelist who previously served as
Guyana’s Ambassador and Permanent Delegate to UNESCO and
as Ambassador to China. TINA K. RAMNARINE is a musician,
writer and Professor of Music at Royal Holloway, University of
London.

Empire’s Endgame:
Racism and the British State
Gargi Bhattacharyya, Adam Elliott-Cooper,
Sita Balani, Kerem Nişancıoğlu, Kojo Koram,
Dalia Gebrial, Nadine El-Enany and Luke de
Noronha

Crossover

February 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745342047
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745342030
240pp
Series: FireWorks

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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In Empire’s Endgame, eight leading scholars make a powerful intervention
in debates around racial capitalism and political crisis in Britain. While
the ‘hostile environment’ policy and Brexit referendum have thrown the
centrality of race into sharp relief, discussions of racism have too often
focused on individual behaviours. Foregrounding instead the wider
political and economic context, the authors trace the ways in which the
legacies of empire have been reshaped by global capitalism, the digital
environment and the instability of the nation-state.
GARGI BHATTACHARYYA is Professor of Sociology at the University
of East London. ADAM ELLIOTT-COOPER is a Researcher in Social
Sciences at Greenwich University. SITA BALANI is a lecturer in
contemporary literature and culture at King’s College London.
KEREM NISANCIOGLU is a Lecturer in International Relations
at SOAS, University of London. KOJO KORAM is a lecturer in the
School of Law at Birkbeck College, University of London. DALIA
GEBRIAL is co-editor of Decolonising the University (Pluto, 2017).
NADINE EL-ENANY is Senior Lecturer in Law at Birkbeck School
of Law and Co-Director of the Centre for Research on Race and
Law. LUKE DE NORONHA is an academic and writer working at the
University of Manchester.

MEDIA STUDIES

The Making of the Theatre
of the Oppressed:
Augusto Boal and the Marxist
Tradition
Geo Britto
Traces Augusto Boal’s development of the most
used theatrical methodology in the world - the
Theatre of the Oppressed

Theatre of the Oppressed is the most used theatrical methodology
in the world today. But more than a decade since the death of its
creator, Augusto Boal, there has been very little critical engagement
with its fascinating origins. This book traces the historical, political
and artistic path that led Augusto Boal to develop his world famous
methodology.
Uniquely positioned as a former student and long-time
collaborator of Augusto Boal, Geo Britto offers new research
and biographical details on the life of Boal, his involvement in
revolutionary movements, and his relationships with militants and
militant intellectuals. He combines historical narratives with a
mastery of the theoretical project and a grounding in the practice as
it has evolved.
The book acknowledges the richness and complexity of the
work, how it evolved through myriad iterations, and the wide range
of ways it influences its diverse practitioners and opens several new
windows for future research. It is perfect for people with an interest
in political theatre and art as social transformation.
GEO BRITTO has worked at the Center for Theater of the
Oppressed, Rio de Janeiro, for 30 years. He is currently the
Artistic Director of the School for Popular Theater. He has
coordinated projects in favelas, prisons, mental health
institutions, schools, universities and cultural centers. He
has led lectures, workshops and performances in Palestine,
Bolivia, Mozambique, South Africa, Egypt, Guatemala,
Mexico, Argentina, Uruguay, Peru, India, Poland, Croatia,
Portugal, Spain, Germany, France, England, Canada and the
United States. He holds a Master’s in Contemporary Arts
Studies from Universidade Federal Fluminense.

Academic

March 2021
Pb: £24.99 / ISBN: 9780745343440
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343457
400pp
Author is a former student of
Augusto Boal, who worked with
him for 19 years
Boal’s Theatre of the Oppressed is
used in Theatre Studies
courses around the world
Covers the theoretical,
aesthetic and practical
influence of figures such as
Piscator, Brecht, Benjamin,
Abdias Nascimento and
Langston Hughes

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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Capitalism’s Conscience:
200 Years of the Guardian
Edited by Des Freedman

A comprehensive and wide-ranging critique
of the Guardian’s journalism and political values

‘Fascinating and timely’
ANGELA MCROBBIE, Professor of Communications
at Goldsmiths, University of London

Crossover

April 2021
Pb: £16.99 / ISBN: 9780745343341
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343358
288pp
Published to coincide with the
200th anniversary of the
newspaper
Includes contributions from
leading journalists who have
written for the Guardian
- including Gary Younge, Matt
Kennard and Victoria Brittain
Will provoke controversy and
coverage in the mainstream
media

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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Since its inception in Manchester in 1821 as a response to the
1819 Peterloo Massacre, the Guardian has been a key institution
in the definition and development of liberalism. The stereotype of
the ‘Guardianista’, an environmentally-conscious, Labour-voting,
progressively-minded public sector worker endures in the popular
mythology of British press history.
Yet the Guardian has a complex lineage and occupies an
equivocal position between capital and its opponents. It has both
fiercely defended the need for fearless, independent journalism and
handed over documents and hard drives to the authorities; it has
carved out a niche for itself in the UK media as a progressive voice
but has also consistently diminished more radical projects on the left.
Published to coincide with its 200th anniversary, Capitalism’s
Conscience brings together historians, journalists and activists in an
appraisal of the Guardian’s contribution to British politics, society
and culture - and its distinctive brand of centrism. Contextualising
some of the main controversies in which the newspaper has been
implicated, the book offers timely insights into the publication’s
history, loyalties and political values.
DES FREEDMAN is Professor of Media and Communications
at Goldsmiths and a founding member of the Media Reform
Coalition. He is the author of books including The Politics
of Media Policy (2008) and The Contradictions of Media Power
(2014) and co-author of Misunderstanding the Internet (2016)
and The Media Manifesto (2020).

MEDIA STUDIES

The Universal Journalist – 6th Edition
David Randall with Jemma Crew

A fully updated edition of one of the world’s
bestselling journalism handbooks

‘Easily the best introduction to being a reporter’
PAUL JONES, Press Association

This is the only ‘how to’ book on journalism written by writers and
editors who have operated at the top level in national news, and has
long been the go-to book of advice for young reporters.
This edition includes a chapter on social media and is extensively
updated throughout, with new content from Jemma Crew, an
award-winning national news journalist. The book emphasises that
good journalism must involve the acquisition of a range of skills that
will empower trainees to operate in an industry where ownership,
technology and information are constantly changing.
This handbook includes tips and tricks learned from working
at the very top of the business, and is an invaluable guide to the
‘universals’ of good journalistic practice for professional and trainee
journalists worldwide.
DAVID RANDALL is a British journalist and author who was
chief news writer of the Independent on Sunday and has been
news editor of three national newspapers.
JEMMA CREW is Social Affairs Correspondent at PA Media
(formerly the Press Association). She covered the Grenfell
Tower fire for two years, jointly winning PA’s Reporter of the
Year Award in 2018, and has filmed and written reports from
across the world, including Bangladesh and Peru.

Textbook

March 2021
Pb: £18.99 / ISBN: 9780745343259
Hb: £75 / ISBN: 9780745343266
Previous ISBN: 9780745336763
320pp

Voted by Press Gazette readers
as the all-time best guide to
journalism
Updated throughout with a new
chapter on social media
Widely adopted on journalism
courses since 2000

RIGHTS SOLD
Arabic, Burmese, Chinese
(Simplified), Italian, Korean,
Romanian, Spanish, Thai, Ukranian
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

The Anti-Capitalist
Chronicles

Fascism:

David Harvey

David Renton

A new book from one of the most
cited authors in the humanities and
social sciences

The classic text on the history and
theory of fascism, revised for the
twentieth anniversary of its first
publication

History and Theory

October 2020
Pb: £14.99 / 9780745342092
240pp
Politics

RIGHTS SOLD

History

Chinese (Traditional), Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Portuguese
(Brazil), Spanish, Turkish

RIGHTS SOLD
Turkish

Spectres of Fascism:

Exploring Degrowth:
A Critical Guide

Historical, Theoretical and
International Perspectives

Vincent Liegey and Anitra
Nelson

Edited by Samir Gandesha
Historians and theorists debate the
return of fascism, focusing on case
studies from around the world.

An introduction to the degrowth
movement worldwide
August 2020
Pb: £16.99 / 9780745342023
224pp
Series: FireWorks
Sociology

September 2020
Pb: £18.99 / 9780745341200
240pp

RIGHTS

March 2020
Pb: £24.99 / 9780745340647
272pp
Politics

RIGHTS

World. All languages

World. All languages

Social Reproduction
Theory and the
Socialist Horizon:

Political Theory

Disasters and Social
Reproduction:

Work, Power and Political
Strategy

Crisis Response
between the State
and Community

Aaron Jaffe

Peer Illner

How can we use Social
Reproduction Theory to inform
political strategy?

A Marxist-feminist approach
examining disaster relief in the US

November 2020
Pb: £18.99 / 9780745340548
176pp
Series: Mapping Social
Reproduction Theory

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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Political Theory

November 2020
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745339542
176pp
Series: Mapping Social
Reproduction Theory

RIGHTS
World. All languages

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Revenge Capitalism:

The Cost of Free
Shipping:

Labour Studies

Amazon in the Global
Economy

The Ghosts of Empire,
the Demons of Capital,
and the Settling of
Unpayable Debts

Edited by Jake AlimahomedWilson and Ellen Reese

Max Haiven

‘Amazon Capitalism’ grows ever
stronger. This book provides
the answers on how to fight the
company’s terrifying omnipotence

Capitalism has become a system
of economic revenge, meted out
against oppressed populations
around the globe.

September 2020
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745341484
320pp
Series: Wildcat

Politics

May 2020
Pb: £17.99 / 9780745340562
Hb: £75 / 9780745340555

RIGHTS
World. All languages

RIGHTS
World. All languages

The Protest Movement
and the Future of China

China’s Engine
of Environmental
Collapse

Au Loong-Yu

Richard Smith

A dive into the tumultuous protests
in Hong Kong that are forming the
identity of a generation

Authoritarianism, capitalism and
destruction: why China is leading
the world to ecocide

August 2020
Pb: £16.99 / 9780745341460
208pp

July 2020
Pb: £18.99 / 9780745341576
320pp

Hong Kong in Revolt:

Politics

RIGHTS SOLD

Politics

RIGHTS

French, German

World. All languages

Russia and the
Media:

I Want to Believe:
Posadism, UFOs and
Apocalypse Communism

The Makings of a New
Cold War

A.M. Gittlitz

Greg McLaughlin

Aliens, nuclear war and talking
dolphins; this book is a study of the
weird and wonderful world of the
Posadists.

Are we witnessing the dawn of a
new cold war?

Media Studies

April 2020
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745337654
256pp

RIGHTS SOLD
Turkish

History

April 2020
Pb: £17.99 / 9780745340777
Hb: £75 / 9780745340760

RIGHTS SOLD
Portuguese (Brazil)
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RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Politics

The Global Police
State

James Baldwin:

William I. Robinson

Bill V. Mullen

A critical look at the terrifying
ways the police are used to control
‘surplus’ populations worldwide

The first biography of the great
American writer in over a decade.

August 2020
Pb: £16.99 / 9780745341644
208pp

September 2019
Hb: £20 / 9780745338545
256pp
16 b&w plates
Series: Revolutionary Lives

RIGHTS SOLD

Living in Fire

Biography

Turkish

RIGHTS
World. All languages

Black Minded:

Innocent Subjects:
Feminism and Whiteness

The Political Philosophy
of Malcolm X

Terese Jonsson

Michael E. Sawyer

A cutting analysis of the racist
structures of mainstream feminism

The first book on the political
philosophy of this radical hero.

December 2020
Pb: £17.99 / 9780745337500
240pp
Race & Ethnicity

RIGHTS
World. All languages

Political Theory

March 2020
Pb: £18.99 / 9780745340746
Hb: £75 / 9780745340739
160pp
Series: Black Critique

RIGHTS
World. All languages

The Brutish
Museums:

A People’s History
of Tennis

The Benin Bronzes,
Colonial Violence and
Cultural Restitution

David Berry

Dan Hicks

Tennis is much more than
Wimbledon! This story reveals the
hidden history of the sport.

A call for western museums to wash
their hands of colonial blood

Politics

November 2020
Hb: £20 / 9780745341767
368pp

RIGHTS
World. All languages
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History

May 2020
Hb: £20 / 9780745339658
Series: People’s History

RIGHTS SOLD
Italian

BACKLIST

A Radical History of
the World

Rereading Marx in
the Age of Digital
Capitalism

Neil Faulkner

Christian Fuchs

A history of the world that proves that
nothing can stay the same.

In order to fight capitalism in the
digital age, we must understand Marx!

Political Economy

September 2018
Pb: £14.99 / 9780745338040
Hb: £75 / 9780745338057

October 2019
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745339993
Hb: £75 / 9780745340005

RIGHTS SOLD
History

RIGHTS SOLD
Arabic, Chinese (Simplified),
German, Greek, Indonesian

Inhuman Power

Constructing China:

Artificial Intelligence and
the Future of Capitalism

Clashing Views of the
People’s Republic

Nick Dyer-Witheford, Atle
Mikkola Kjøsen, James
Steinhoff

Mobo Gao
How media and government across the
globe manipulate our understanding of
China.

An exploration of the relationship
between Marxist theory and Artificial
Intelligence.

Sociology

Chinese (Traditional), Czech, Greek,
Portuguese (ex. Brazil),
Spanish, Slovak, Turkish

June 2019
Pb: £16.99 / 9780745338606
Hb: £75 / 9780745338613
Series: Digital Barricades

May 2018
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745399712
288pp
Politics

RIGHTS SOLD
French, Spanish

RIGHTS SOLD
Turkish, Chinese (Simplified)

Wages for Housework

Women and Work:

A History of an
International Feminist
Movement, 1972-77

Feminism, Labour, and
Social Reproduction

Louise Toupin

Susan Ferguson

A history of the feminist movement
that changed how we see women’s work
forever.

A radical imagining of female
emancipation.
November 2019
215 x 135mm
Pb: £18.99 / 9780745338712
Hb: £75 / 9780745338729

RIGHTS SOLD
Portuguese (Brazil), Spanish

September 2018
Pb: £19.99 / 9780745338675
Hb: £75 / 9780745338682
Gender Studies

RIGHTS SOLD
French, German, Korean,
Spanish
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